
But what was the goal 
of this workshop ?

 Not simply to share informations about
social media but through some

questions to make them reflect about
their own behavior on social media and
respond to this question : « why do you
use social media ». The answers were
really different from one student to the
other and  made them realize that there
is not only one way to use social media.

This month, we were lucky to meet young people of Constanta while
a digital workshop we create and called Social Media Behavior. The

teacher contact us few weeks before to organize an ineteristing
activity together. Our project focus on digital media, this is the field
we choose for the activity,  precisely social media. We thought that

was an everyday subject young people, and maybe they are the first
concerned by this kind of media. 
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Volunteer  of the Month

The last week-end of May we had the
occasion to discover a little bit the country.
The restrictions decreasing we decide to

finally visit Bucharest that we only had
overview from, when we get out of the

plane. First impression: this city is far
different from what we know. Bucharest

seems to be a real mix of cultures of
Europe, the architecture of the bulding
reminds of Germany, some of France,

some of Italy. Parliament Palace makes us
feel really small, did you know that it is

third biggest building of Europe? Like in a
lot of cities in Romania, Bucharest has a big
concentration of churches inside the city.
This trip makes link between the member

of the team tightened. It was for us our first
trip together and the occasion to improve
our knowledge about Romania, but also

about other projects made all around the
country. 

The quote who defines you: 
Never say never
 
The movie you can watch one hundred
times: 
Mean Girls

 
Your bedside book:
Siddharta – Hermann Hesse
 
 
The funniest thing you did this month: 
Going to Bucharest.

The song you can’t stop to listen:
Não és homem para mim
 
The series you watch at night: Friends.
 
Your oldest passion:
Horse riding and eating.

Beatriz Pereira
Porto, Portugal

27 y.o.

Finally Bucharest
THE SOUNDTRACK

OF OUR MONTH:

2.Marionette - Random feat
Carl Brave

1.Sick and Tired – Iann Dior feat
Machine Gun Kelly

5.Il Ballo Delle Incertezze -
Ultimo

4.Ya No Te Hago Falta - Sen
Senra

3. Not Fair – Lily Allen


